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classroom in that more time was spent analyzng students'progress since very little

time was spent lecturing to the entire class.

Direct Instruction. There is still a need for direct instruction, to deal with

topics that are not covered in the courseware, or to provide some additional æaching

on topics that students are having difficulty with. Most of the di¡ect instruction was

done on a one-to-one basis, or with small groups.

Monitoring and Pacing. It was very easy to deærmine where each student was

in the courseware. With a quick two minute walk throughout the lab, the teacher

could determine where each student was by looking at the "Navigator" on the

computer screen. The "Navigator" indicates what Unit, Topic, Objective and Page

the student is on and displays which objectives and pages have been completed.

Encouragement to those students who were behind could then be provided. If the

entire class was behind, adjustments to deadlines could then be made. Because not all

topics took the same ¿unount of time to complete, it was difficult to know how much

time the students required to compleûe each topic. The æachers referred to other

colleagues in their school teaching the same course, to help them stay on schedule.

Teacher Flexibiliqv. Relying on æchnology for the delivery of instruction or

using software as a mathematics tool comes with some risks attached. Ha¡dware or

software problems may force teachers to deliver the lesson in a different way than

was expecüed. Alan thinks that, as a teacher, you must be flexible in these types of

situations, and be able to "change gears" quickly. Another area where the teachers

found flexibility to be important was in the way the mathematics concepts werc

taught by the software. One must be flexible in accepting new ways of doing things,

and will most likely have to learn new methods. The attitude "f don't teach it that

way", must be gradually changed into "that is not the way I usually do it but let's take

a look at this approach". The conclusion may be that "my way" is superior, but the








































































































































